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NEW QUESTION: 1
A storage administrator has configured a Host I/O Burst limit
Policy with the following parameters
* Absolute Limit = 1000IOPS
* Burst-20%
* For = 5 mm
* Every = 1 hour
How marry extra IOPS will do allowed pet one-hour period for
this policy?
A. 600,000
B. 60,000
C. 0
D. 6,000
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
A. DHCP
B. DNS
C. WINS
D. HTTP
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
What is the purpose of the Cisco VLAN Trunking Protocol?
A. To allow native VLAN information to be carried over a trunk
link
B. To provide a mechanism to manually assign VLAN membership to
switch ports
C. To allow for managing the additions, deletions, and changes
of VLANs between switches
D. To provide a mechanism to dynamically assign VLAN membership
to switch ports
E. To allow traffic to be carried from multiple VLANs over a
single link between switches
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
A company is investigating the purchase of desktop video
endpoints, but requires them to have DVI-I inputs for sharing
content. Which desktop video endpoint model supports DVI-I
inputs?
A. EX60
B. MX700
C. DX650
D. MX800
Answer: A
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